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“Jordi Alcaraz takes physical space, objects, and ideas and projects them into new dimensions. He is a visual alchemist whose sensibilities expand a profound legacy... Alcaraz’s pieces have magic without resorting to tricks. It is art of the unexpected and surprise. This artist works with contradictions and enigmas....Most of all, Alcaraz conflates the interior and exterior of matter and space, and works simultaneously with past and future.”

  – Peter Selz

“Alcaraz’s works alert us not only to our assessment of things visible and invisible and their paradoxes, but also allude to sensations we may have never experienced before yet seem familiar, as though they are part of our heritage... One of Alcaraz’s most important tools is his ability to make conceptual winks that turn the notion of painting into a game of paradoxes... There is, as I understand it, a certain longing for lightness, as if the discourse of the painting with itself, the painting with sculptures or vice versa, should be solved with as little noise as possible...It is as if the concept and its formulation existed in a liquid continuum that absorbs the past like a sip from the present.”

  – Mariano Navarro
Jack Rutberg Fine Arts is pleased to announce its representation of the Catalanian Spanish artist Jordi Alcaraz, with his U.S. debut exhibition entitled Jordi Alcaraz: Traslúcido. The following pages offer images from this important exhibition.

On this occasion the gallery proudly makes available the newly published book, Jordi Alcaraz Dibuixos, with texts by the leading Spanish art critic, Mariano Navarro, and the renowned American critic, curator and scholar, Peter Selz. This profusely illustrated book, co-published by Jack Rutberg Fine Arts, is presented with texts translated in English, Italian, German and Spanish.
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represents the first comprehensive view in America of Alcaraz’s profoundly poetic art. The exhibition brings together large and small scale works which transcend the categories of paintings, sculptures, and drawings as they blend all media, employing assemblage-like manner and installation.

Utilizing various tools and materials much like an alchemist, Alcaraz creates realms as ambiguous as those of his Catalonian antecedents, such as found in the minimal spaces of Miró or in the surreal other-worldly landscapes of Dalí.

Where his elder contemporary Antoni Tàpies created astounding walls and doors - marked and eroded - evidencing both the surreal and the real, Alcaraz conceptually extends those notions, going beyond surface. Even boundaries created by frames enclosing his paintings and drawings are altered in unexpected ways, as in the assemblage entitled “To Catch A Drawing Mid-Air,” which calls into question the distinction between interior and exterior. He deconstructs books – literature – to its very physical essences: ink, paper, and the excavation of ideas. Alcaraz opens new realms in a Zen-like manner through the use of bending, tearing and puncturing materials in unpredictable ways. In “El Temps” an antique carved wood figure gently extends her hand through its vitrine, melting away one dimension into another. Even the gallery space itself is called into play as it is absorbed by the gravitational pull of the liquid surface of the work entitled “Process to Reduce this Room into a Painting.”

Alcaraz’s aesthetic, verging on the minimal, brings the consideration of beauty and meditation to uniquely profound levels in conceptual art today.
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Jordi Alcaraz was born in 1963 in Calella, near Barcelona. The trajectory of Alcaraz’s recognition has been particularly impressive in recent years. His works have been featured in numerous gallery and museum exhibitions in Belgium, Germany, Italy, Canada, Switzerland, and Spain.